
Welcome to FurnishMe - the market leader in furnishing and
interior design in Dubai & The UAE

At FurnishMe we offer a personalised and fully-customised interior design service
for private and commercial properties.

We are the market leaders in the UAE and offer an unrivalled service, underpinned
by over 20 years' experience in the industry.

We deliver what we promise, always.

Our range of services are comprehensive and professional.

Whatever it is you need for your holiday home, new property, office or hotel, we can
provide it for you.  And, we would be delighted to tailor-make a bespoke package,
specifically to your unique requirements and budgets.

Our interior designers work to your personal taste and specific instructions, but are
extremely knowledgeable and experienced.  This enables us to offer advice and
guidance at all times during the project, to guarantee a stunning result for you.

Our ranges of luxury furniture and accessories are available to rent or buy, giving
you added flexibility, especially if you're awaiting a furniture shipment.

Our expertise is sought-after for commercial properties as well.

We regularly fit out and furnish offices and hotels throughout the region.  In
addition, we work on empty commercial properties for clients, before they go on the
market, making them even more attractive to the potential purchaser.

Our in-depth global and local knowledge of the residential, commercial and mixed-
use market network ensures our clients enjoy a real and meaningful advantage.

As well as in the Middle East market, we have many satisfied clients in Hong Kong,
Spain, Malaysia, Russia, South Africa and the United Kingdom.

As a testament to the company's outstanding work, the company received
recognition by CNBC Europe in the recent docu-film “Gateway Dubai”.
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Interior Design & Luxury Furniture in Dubai

Put simply, we make what you have, even better.

We can help you turn your property into something exceptional, by providing a
professional design and installation service in an inspirational, tailor-made,
customer-friendly format.

Whatever you need, FurnishMe can provide it.

You may be looking to furnish, decorate or dress a private beachfront villa.  Or a
rental apartment.  Perhaps you need to give your brand new hotel or office building
just a little extra pzazz.

Well, look no further.  We can provide you with everything you need, tailor-made in
a bespoke package, to suit your budgets and your project aims.

This first-class service is underpinned by our extensive understanding of the UAE
property market, and our unrivalled levels of personalised service and meticulous
attention to detail.

This is why we are now recognised as the market leader in our industry.

We are great listeners.  We find out what you are looking for - and work very closely
with you to satisfy all your personal requirements and objectives.

Your personal tastes and ideas will be incorporated into the solutions we provide,
maximising your financial return on commercial and investor projects.

Our proven range of services is totally comprehensive and starts with a no-obligation
site survey and personalised quotation.  3D presentations are also available on
request.

Once your requirements have been ascertained and agreed, we will then commence
the delivery of professional and inspiring design ideas, including full delivery and
installation.

For more information regarding our commercial interior design and luxury furniture
solutions in Dubai, please visit our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation
consultation.



Office Furniture & Corporate Interior Design in Dubai

When staff come to work in the morning and find an attractive and inspirational
working environment , they are happier and more productive.

This has been proven many times over the years.

Here at FurnishMe we have been providing Multi-National Companies, Government
Organisations and Private SME's, with the very finest working environments for
over 3 decades.

And that's not all.  Investors, letting agents and landlords have all benefited from our
experience and expertise over the years, together with three-to-five-star hotels, as
well as hotel and serviced apartments all over Dubai and the UAE.

We work with the best, to provide the best.

We can supply your business with everything you will need to make your offices
attractive and inviting for both your employees and visitors.

Our top-of-the-range service starts with a no-obligation site visit and a meeting with
you to determine your goals and aspirations. We would provide input regarding
space, layout and themes.

Once we agree on the way forward, we will then work within your budget to
provide you with your new office, including a range of quality office furniture to add
a level of sophistication.

The result will be a truly inspiring and welcoming workspace.

For more information regarding our office furniture and commercial interior design solutions
in Dubai, please visit our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation
consultation.



Luxury Home Furniture & Furnishings in Dubai

If you are looking to relocate to a new home property, or feel that your current
residence would benefit from an urgent design overhaul, then FurnishMe Dubai can
help.

We provide an extremely professional and bespoke interior design service with
cutting-edge design and functionality, together with the latest trend furnishings.

Whether you want to upgrade your property, extend your kitchen or change your
bathroom, we will work with you to deliver a stunning solution.  We can work to a
range of budgets to create a home setting that suits your requirements and personal
tastes.

Our services span from furnishing your home with top-of-the-range stylish furniture,
to offering knowledgeable advice on space usage, the layout of your property and
colour schemes that could be ideal for you.

We have vast ranges of different styles of modern furniture that can be purchased,
but if you would prefer to rent, then that option is available too.

Our turnkey project management team can recommend and supply modern
appliances and all the necessities you might need.  This includes white goods,
tableware, cutlery and crockery - and bedroom and bathroom linen.

We will ensure that everything from cutlery to towels is ready for your arrival into
the property.

We take care of everything, so there's no need to worry.  Your dream home is just
around the corner…

For more information regarding our luxury home furniture and furnishings in Dubai, please
visit our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation consultation.



Kitchen Interior Design & Furniture in Dubai

In today's modern homes, the kitchen is much more than a place to cook and prepare
meals.

It's where the family often spends a lot of quality time together.

That's why designing and choosing a new kitchen is such an important decision.

Here at FurnishMe we will work with you to create and deliver the kitchen of your
dreams. Whether your preferred style is modern, minimalist or kitsch - we will be
totally committed to giving you the perfect bespoke solution for your home.

Our Kitchen Collection is an extensive range of beautiful cabinets and top-quality
fixtures and fittings.  They are supplied by renowned furniture manufacturers
Roundhouse Design, who are master craftsmen offering bespoke solutions.

We also supply very attractive ready-made kitchen ranges from leading
manufacturers Crown Imperial and Olo Kitchens.  These include beautiful timber
designs with a charming hand-finished look, as well as high-gloss kitchens ideal for
sleek, modern living.

FurnishMe enjoys exclusive Middle East partnerships with all these well-renowned
suppliers. These stunning ranges are not available in the UAE through anyone else.

So, you can rest assured that you're in very safe and experienced hands.

For more information regarding our kitchen interior design and furniture in Dubai, please
visit our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation consultation.



Bespoke Bathroom Furniture & Interior Design in Dubai

A beautiful bathroom should be a place where family members can relax and
unwind from the pressures of modern day living.

It should be luxurious.  And it should be blissful.

And with our help, it could be exactly that.

Our marvellous Bathroom Collection offers something to suit every taste, style and
budget. Whether you are looking for a contemporary design, or perhaps a vintage or
traditional style, you can be assured that we have something beautiful for you.

The variety of options we have available, are endless.

You may be looking for a stunning wet-room with the latest overhead rainforest
showers, or perhaps a more functional space with an abundance of storage.

Or, it could be that you would prefer a luxurious bathroom with a Jacuzzi bath and
all the latest mod-cons.  Whatever your personal taste may be, we can design and
supply a wonderful new bathroom for you, with an extensive range of top-of-the-
range fittings and furniture, together with loads of inspiring ideas.

As well as designing and fitting exquisite bathrooms for the home, we also extend
our bathroom range of services to commercial properties in Dubai.

These include hotels, holiday apartments and other commercial properties.

For more information regarding our bespoke bathroom furniture and interior design in
Dubai, please visit our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation
consultation.



Bedroom Furniture & Interior Design in Dubai

A bedroom is a luxurious haven of calm.

It's a place where the outside world is never invited.  The bedroom should inspire
you as you wake, and soothe you when you sleep.

We understand that - and provide an exceptional range of beautiful contemporary
bedroom furniture and interior design services to suit all tastes and budgets.

The FurnishMe Bedroom Furniture Collection includes wonderful beds and storage
solutions, an amazing range of curtains and blinds - and lots, lots more.

Also available are carefully crafted pieces from a range of widely respected
manufacturers, encompassing tasteful and contemporary designs suitable for every
taste, style and budget.

In addition, we provide the highest quality fixtures and fittings, along with countless
design options, colour choices and finishing touches.

All perfect for any master bedroom, boudoir or guest room re-vamp.

Our marvellous bedroom furniture range and interior design services are also
available to commercial properties such as hotels, rental villas and apartments.

Our proven expertise in layout, space, themes and colour can ensure that the design
complements the property itself - and provides guests with the very best hospitality
experience.

Of course, if you're a property developer based in Dubai, then what we offer can be
of great benefit to you as well, as you can furnish your villas or apartments to make
them really stand out when they go to market.

For more information regarding our bedroom furniture and interior design in Dubai, please
visit our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation consultation.



Furniture Rental in Dubai, Abu Dhabi & The UAE

As well as our market-leading interior design services, we also rent out furniture for
both commercial and residential properties in Dubai ,Abu Dhabi and the rest of The
UAE.

This can be a perfect solution for tenants awaiting a shipment - or for developers
who really need their property to stand out and be visually attractive, when it goes
to market.

We can also offer advice on space, colour and a theme for your property, and
provide all the necessary fittings.

Residential

Our furniture can be hired for Dubai and UAE-based residential properties, whether
it be your rental property or a full-time home.

We offer top-of-the-range appliances and cutting-edge interior design with on-trend
pieces to suit your personal design tastes.

Whether you're a modern minimalist or prefer a more traditional look for your
home, we can provide a comprehensive range of style options for all your
properties.

Just leave the hard work to us.  All you need to do is enjoy your new transformed
living space.

Commercial

Our furniture rental is also a fantastic solution for temporary or serviced offices,
universities and all other short-term lets.

There's no commitment or obligation to purchase, just a simple rental process for the
length of time that you desire.

It really is that simple and convenient.

Rentals can be for both long-term and short-term, giving you the ultimate flexibility.

For more information regarding our furniture rental in the UAE, please visit our contact
page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation consultation.



Corporate Furniture Packages in Dubai

If you're a Dubai-based employer or organisation that houses employees in multi-
occupancy housing and apartments, then we have some good news for you.

Our popular worker and corporate furniture packages, could be ideal for you.

We can take care of the complete fit out of apartment blocks or floors - or just one
individual property, creating a comfortable and contemporary living environment
for your employees.

Our furniture and range of appliances are available for short-term and long-term use.

We would work closely with you to create a complete package that meets your
objectives and budgets.   Everything will be tailored to your requirements.

This could include all furniture, curtains, appliances, linens, cutlery, china and every
item needed, so all you need to do, is just add people.

Our corporate furniture packages provide you with two options.  You can either
choose to purchase the furniture we recommend - or you can rent various ranges if
you prefer.

There is no time restraint on furniture rentals and you can hire the pieces for as little
or as long as you wish. We strive to make our service as flexible as possible for our
customers - and many companies in Dubai are finding this to be a very popular
option.

All of our Dubai corporate furniture packages are specified to your exact
requirements.  We can design spaces with a contemporary vibe, or if you'd prefer a
more traditional  'feel' , we can provide a range of different themes for you.

In addition to providing these initial themes, we would also review and recommend
how best to maximise the space to its full potential.

For more information regarding our corporate furniture packages in Dubai, please visit
our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation consultation.



Custom & Bespoke Curtains & Blinds in Dubai

If you are looking for new curtains to complete your home, then why not let us help?

A pair of bespoke curtains can really complete a room and transform your home.

Sometimes, we recognise that it's not always possible to find exactly what you need
in the mall, especially if you have specific requirements in terms of style, design and
measurements.

Here at FurnishMe we have an extensive range of high quality fabrics, in a
wide range of designs to suit multiple interior design preferences. These can range
from modern looks to a more traditional feel.

And all of our materials are of a high quality, fully lined and involve a range of feels
from cotton to velour.

Our curtains can be custom-made to your exact measurements and will complement
and add a quality to any room in your home.

In addition to our impressive range of curtains, we offer an extensive range of top
quality blinds in designs and patterns to suit all room aesthetics.

Blinds can be the perfect addition to any window and can be made for all rooms in
the house, creating a comfortable living environment.

Whether your preference is for a minimalist look or rich opulent shades and
materials - we're sure we will have something in our range for you.

We also provide blackout versions. Our blackout blinds are ideal for bedrooms, to
keep the natural sunlight out in the mornings.

What's more, we provide a bespoke curtain and blind-making service to complement
the interior design of your home.

As well as supplying a range of beautiful bespoke curtains and blinds, we can also
provide all the necessary extras you will need. From poles to tiebacks and finials we
have the perfect accessories to complement your chosen curtain designs to complete
the overall transformation.

For more information regarding our custom and bespoke curtains and blinds in Dubai, please
visit our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation consultation.



Storage Solutions in Dubai

At FurnishMe we provide a range of affordable storage solutions to suit your needs,
whether it be for domestic or commercial purposes.

Whether you're moving home, in need of temporary space or just require somewhere
safe to hold your excess furniture or large items, we have the right space for you.

Storage has never been so simple.

We can store your furniture, boxes and any other items you have - including cars - in
a safe and totally secure environment.

There's no need to worry about your precious belongings, as they are held  in a
CCTV monitored storage facility, that's fully alarmed and equipped with both fire
alarms and smoke detectors to ensure total protection for your items.

What's more, to make life easier for you, our storage units can be accessed 7 days a
week (on certain occasions a 24 hour notice may be required) with generous opening
times.

There's no requirement as to how long you use our facility for, we offer a flexible
service to meet the needs of our customers.

We can remove all stress by taking care of the transport of your furniture from your
property to our secure storage centre, which is especially useful if you have heavy or
bulky items.

When you're ready to remove your furniture from storage, we can also return it back
to you.  It is our aim to make our process as easy and hassle free as possible for our
customers.

You book, we collect, we store and then we deliver back to your chosen property. It's
as simple as that!

For more information regarding our furniture store solutions in Dubai, please visit
our contact page for FREE advice and an initial no- obligation consultation.



Interior Design In Abu Dhabi & The UAE

At FurnishMe we offer an impressive range of bespoke interior design services for
your property in Abu Dhabi and the rest of The UAE.

Whether you want to update your home with the latest fashions, or you're moving
into a new property, we can help.

Our interior design services cover every room in the house. We can re-design and
furnish your home in line with your own interior tastes, adding our own expertise
and recommendations if required.

We also offer guidance on all aspects, from layout to colour schemes and themes. As
well as discussing the overall direction of the planned interior design, we can also
provide the furnishing and accessories for your home.

Our interior design service can provide everything from a new bedroom and lounge,
to the cutlery on your dining table. We will work closely with you to create a fully
bespoke package that meets all of your needs and compliments your own interior
design tastes.

And our service doesn't stop there. We can also install your next kitchen or
bathroom.

We have a stunning range of high-end kitchens and beautiful bathrooms that will
really make your house a home. In a range of designs from modern and minimalist
to kitsch and quirky, we have something to compliment the design of all homes.

Various ranges of our furniture is also available for rental purposes. This can be
particularly helpful in temporarily furnishing your home, while you are awaiting
a shipment.

For more information regarding our interior design services, please visit our contact page for
FREE advice and an initial no- obligation consultation.


